
Backpack

Oriental Medicine

Rations

Bedroll

3rd Grade Relic

Book

Fine Rapier

Needed to carry
equipment.

A miracle cure
that is far superior
to all that Western
“medicine” has to
offer.

Allows to sleep
in comfort.

A piece of cloth that
has touched a relic
and protects the
wearer.

A latern that
casts light into all
directions save
the face of the
bearer.

Title:

Notes:

The best blade
money can buy!

Padded Armour

Padded Armour

Knife

Maul

Morningstar

Cutlass

Shortbow

Padded Armour

Studded Leather

Scale Mail

Plate Mail

The bane of the
undead.

Almost everybody
carries a knife for
eating and self-
defence.

A heavy hammer
that is slow but
deals tremendous
amounts of
damage.

A bow commonly
used for horse
archery or by scouts.

Food for an
extended trip. Lasts
for one week.

Latern

A short blade that
is often used by
pirates.

A primitive pistol
that is almost as
likely to explode
as it is to hit a
target.

Matchlock Pistol

Devil’s Bullets
Magical bullets
created by alche-
mists.



Runesword

Greatclub Greataxe

One of the earliest
missile weapons.
(0.5 lbs.)

A weapon in great
favour with orcs
and dwarves.(8lbs.)

Flail

Thr. Broadsword

Fine Mace

Axe

Quarterstaff

Fur Armour

A devastating weapon
that is very effective
against enemies with
shields. (8 lbs.)

A simple peasant's or pilgrim's
weapon. (4 lbs.)

Sling

A weapon that uses the
weight of its head to
penetrate armour.
(4 lbs.)

Halberd

A simple weapon commonly
used by brutes.(4 lbs.)

Hatchet

A small axe that can
be thrown (2 lbs.)

A one-handed sword that can be
used for both thrusting and swinging
attacks (3 lbs.)

Chain Mail

This mace is perfectly balanced and has a
head reinforced with the
best steel. (5 lbs.)

One of the most
versatile polearms
in existence. (12
lbs.)

10m of rope with a
small metal hook for
improved climbing.
(3 lbs.)

Rope with Hook

10m of rope with a
small metal hook for
improved climbing.
(3 lbs.)

Rope with Hook

10m of rope with a
small metal hook for
improved climbing.
(3 lbs.)

Rope with Hook

10m of rope with a
small metal hook for
improved climbing.
(3 lbs.)

Rope with Hook

What powers might this
runesword have? (3 lbs.)

Excellent protection is
provided by a medium
shield. This particular
version is made of
steel. (15 lbs.)

Excellent protection is
provided by a medium
shield. This particular
version is made of
steel. (15 lbs.)

Medium Shield

Medium Shield Small Shield Small Shield

A small wooden
shield, the typical
protection of the
average foot soldier.
(8 lbs.)

A small wooden
shield, the typical
protection of the
average foot soldier.
(8 lbs.)



Backpack

Equipment

Rations Rations

Bedroll

Torches

Book

Flaming Sword

Needed to carry
equipment.

Type:

Allows to sleep
in comfort.

Not as good as a
lantern but still in
wide use.

A latern that
casts light into all
directions save
the face of the
bearer.

Title:

Notes:

Leather Armour

Knife Knife

Rapier Shortsword

Broadsword

Two-Handed Swd.

Breast Plate

Studded Leather

Scale Mail

Almost everybody
carries a knife for
eating and self-
defence.

Almost everybody
carries a knife for
eating and self-
defence.

A fast fencing weapon that is
deadly against lightly armoured
foes.

About the biggest blade you can
wield in one hand.

The two-handed sword is a
deadly if slow weapon.

Food for an
extended trip. Lasts
for one week.

Food for an
extended trip. Lasts
for one week.

Latern

A short blade that is used for
stabbing

While not as powerful as a shield,
the cloak is nevertheless a decent
improvised defence.

Cloak

A powerful weapon, especially
against wooden creatures

Plate Mail



Weapon

Armour

Equipment

Potion

Equipment

Equipment

Equipment

Weapon

Armour

Equipment

Potion

Equipment

Equipment

Equipment

Weapon

Armour

Equipment

Potion

Equipment

Equipment

Equipment

Dam. Dam. Dam.

Reach Reach Reach

Parry Parry Parry


